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THE GREEK NOVEL 

by B. P. Reardon 

(This report does not claim to be complete. In particular, the 
Proceedings of various Academies have not been examined system
atically.) 

I. GENERAL 

An Alphabetical Keyword-in-Context Concordance to the Greek 
Novelists, TLG Publications No. 8. In microfiche, $35. Covers 
Achilles Tatius, Chariton, Heliodorus, Longus, Xenophon 
Ephesius. Available from Thesaurus Linguae Graecae, University 
of California, Irvine, Ca. 92717. See below, ad Conca, F. 

Anderson, Graham, Eros Sophistes: Ancient Novelists at 
Play, APA (American Classical Studies 9), Scholars Press, 1982, 
pp. 199. "I have tried to explore the various ways in which 
novelists diversified [the stereotyped sentimental] plot with 
charm, wit, humour, or even outright burlesque" (p. vii). 
Anderson examines all the Greek and Latin texts, and fragments. 

Hagg, Tomas, Den Antika Romanen, Uppsala, Bokforlaget 
Carmina, 1980, 367 pp. In Swedish; see below for forthcoming 
translation and details. The Swedish version is lavishly 
produced and illustrated. 

Molinie, G. , Du roman grec au roman baroque: un art majeur 
du genre narratif en France sous Louis XIII, c, 450 pp., 
announced by Universite de Toulouse-le-Mirail, Service des 
Publications, 56 rue du Taur, 31000 Toulouse, France, price 
quoted as 120 F (to be sent with order). Narrative and rhe
torical technique in several ancient and European romances . 

Conca, F., De Carli, E., Zanettoj G., "Lessico dei roman
zieri greci: saggio di lernmatizzazione", Quaderni Urbinati 
di Cultura Classica n.s. 8(1981) (vol. 37 of continuous series) 
117-32,; aSaTOS - an,ns. The first 150 lemmata of a work in 
progress; see below for details. 

Cataudella, Q. , "Vite di santi e romanzo", in Letterature 
comparate: problemi e metodo, Studi in onore de Ettore 
Paratore, Bologna 1981, 931-952. Motifs shared by Lives of 
Saints (not the "Christian romances" such as Ps .Clem.) and the 
erotic romances. 

Loicq-Berger, M.-P., "Pour une lecture des romans grecs", 
Les Etudes Classiques 48 (1980) 23-42. Generalities about the 
genre: ancient, Byzantine, European to 16th-17th C. 

II. AUTHORS 

Achilles Tati us 
Guida, A., "Nuovi testimoni di Longo e Achille Tazio", 

Prometheus 7.1 (1981) 1-10. In a 15th C. ms. written by 
Demetrius Trivolis and now in Czechoslovakia (Olomouc 1.6.9). 

Laplace, M., "Achille Tatius, Leucippe et Clitophon IV.S.6: 
un locus desperatus?", RPh 54(1980) 327-30. The crocodile. 

Laplace, M., "Sur un lieu commun d' Achille Tatius", REG 93 
(1980) 516-519. Text at 1.2.2.6-8 Vilborg. 

Chariton 
Billault, A., "Aspects du roman de Chariton", L'Information 

Litt,;raire 33(1981) 205-211. Interpretative essay. 
Browne, G.M., "Ad Charitonem I. 3. 7", AJP 102 (1981) 321. 

Corruption, possible Menandrean verse (Blake 5. 21-2, Bude 55. 
11-13). 

Laplace, M., "Les l~gendes troyennes dans le 'Roman' de 
Chariton, Chaireas et Callirhoe", REG 93(1980) 83-125. Es
pecially the resemblance between Callirhoe's and Helen's 
situation and adventures; Callirhoe as Aphrodite mother of 
Aeneas. 

Reardon, B.P., "Theme, Structure and Narrative in Chariton", 
Ycs 27(1982) 1-27. General interpretation. 



Heliodorus 
Billault, A., "Le mythe de Pers,fo et les Ethiopiques 

d'Heliodore: le'gendes, representations et fiction litte'raire", 
REG 94(1981) 63-75. The myth, evoked to explain Charicleia's 
colour, is more than an occasion for an ecphrasis; developed 
in the manner of the imperial period, it is the matrix of the 
whole story. 

Billault, A., "La vieille femme incarnation du mal: sorti
leges macabres chez Horace (Satires 1.8), Heliodore (Ethio
piques 6,12-15) et Ronsard (Odes 2.22)", in Mythe et Person
nification: Travaux et M~moires, Actes du Colloque du Grand 
Palais (Paris) 7-8 mai 1977, Paris, Les Belles Lettres 1980, 
pp. 32-37. Comparative study. 

Dilke, 0.A.W., "Heliodorus and the Colour Problem", Parola 
del Passato 193(1980) 264-71. The colour in question is 
Charicleia's; but "in the ancient adventure novel the happy 
ending is de rigueur; Hld. 's ending is one in which blacks and 
whites live happily together" (p. 271). 

Maroth, M., "Le siege de Nisibe en 350 ap. J.-Ch. d'apres 
des sources syriennes", Acta Antiqua Academiae Scientiarum 
Hungaricae 27(1979) 239-43. Noch einmal the date of Heliodorus 
... Julian's account of the siege of Nisibis is not histori
cally accurate, says M., when compared with Syrian sources 
(biographies of Aphrem = Ephraim), on which Theodoretus prob
ably based his account. This would knock the bottom out of 
Colonna's original (1950) argument and leave the way open 
after all for reminiscence of Hld, in Julian - hence, for a 
3rd C. Hld. Back to Square One? 

Sandy, G.N., Heliodorus, Boston 1982, Twayne's World Author 
Series 647. With McCulloh's Longus, Corbett's Petronius, 
Schmeling's Chariton and now Xenophon of Ephesus (see below), 
this very useful series of general accounts of ancient novel
ists comes within sight of completeness. 

Winkler, J .J., "The Mendacity of Calasiris and the Narra
tive Strategy of Heliodorus' Ethiopica", Yes 27 (1982) 93-158. 
Analysis of structure and aims of this complex story. Winkler 
has edited this volume of YCS which is devoted to late Greek 
literature in general (cf. on Chariton above, Reardon). 

Longus 
Guida, A.: see above, on Achilles Tatius. 
Vieillefond, J. -R., "D'un manuscrit de Longus qu'on c;royait 

perdu", RPh 54(1980) 27-36. Ms. B of Longus is Vat. 1348 as 
suggested by Dalmeyda (article of identical title in RPh 1930 
151-54), not a lost ms. as e.g. Schonberger says. The evidence 
is a recent "donation Courier" to the Bibliotheque Nationale; 
this is an episode of Courier's involvement with Longus. 

Vieillefond, J. -R., "Longus, Annibal Caro et Paul-Louis 
Courier", Prometheus 6. 3 (1980) 2 74-82. A Renaissance trans la
tion and its fortunes. 

Xenophon Ephesius 
Schmeling, G., Xenophon of Ephesus, Boston 1980, Twayne's 

World Author Series 613, 187 pp. (cf. above on Heliodorus, 
Sandy). 

II I . FRAGMENTS 

Phoenicica 
Jones,C.P., "Apuleius' Metamorphoses and Lollianus' Phoini

kika", Phoenix 34 (1980) 243-54. Similarities in incidents 
and language (cf. Sandy, AJP 100 [1979] 367-76 for parallels 
with Petronius and Achilles Tatius) suggest a literary connec
tion, and Grand Guignol rather than mystery-religion. 
Lollianus may have been the sophist P. Hordeonius Lollianus 
after all, pace Henrichs. See following entry. 
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Winkler, J.J., "Lollianus and the Desperadoes", JHS 100 
(1980) 155-81. See previous entry: Jones and Winkler saw the 
same parallels independently. Winkler examines fully the nar
rative technique visible in incidents in Phoen., Apuleius, and 
Greek novels (Innocent Victim vs. Cut-Throat Gang), also re
jects Phoen. as mystery-text, and examines Dia Cassius's 
Bucoli of A.D. 171-2 as a source of sensational fiction. See 
Parsons (below) for an approving assessment of Jones' and 
Winkler's contribution to the Phoenicica. 

Sesonchosis 
West, S., POxy 47. 3319 (1980, 11-19); a new fragment. 

There is, after all, a whiff of romance in this story; and 
some similarity to Ninus, as well as the Alexander-romance. 

Luppe, W., "Das neue Bruchstiick aus dem Sesongosis-Romans", 
ZPE 41(1981) 63-66, 

Tinouphis 
Haslam, M.W., "Narrative about Tinouphis in Prosimetrum", 

in P. Turner,= Papyri Greek and Egyptian .•. in honour of Eric 
Gardner Turner, London 1981 (British Academy/Egypt Explora
tion Society: Graeco-Roman Memoirs No. 68), 8, 35-45. A new 
name. Iolaus a decade ago; now another intriguing intrigue 
in similar form. The form suggests Menippean satire, but 
"to me it smacks of nothing so much as the Greek romances" 
(p. 39). A magus called Tinouphis (Egyptian?), one Magoas 
(Persian?), and one Sosias (Greek) are somehow involved in 
"a marvellous deliverance from torture or execution" (p. 38), 
in which 'a single plinthos was the prophet's saviour; an 
adulteress seems to be in the cast. As in Iolaus, there are 
distinctive metrical features - of Hellenistic invention, 
Haslam suggests, but borrowed by Plautus; here too, then, as 
in Iolaus, there is an apparent connection between Greek and 
Latin literature of a somewhat sensat;i.onal kind. More dim 
Hellenistic shapes in the prehistory of romance? See next 
entry. 

Iolaus/Phoenicica/Tinouphis 

Parsons, P. J., "Ancient Greek Romances". in London Review 
of Books, 20 Aug.-2 Sept. 1981, 13-14. Brilliant sketch of 
ancient romances and modern controversies; the recent frag
ments are put in their (non-mysterious) place. 

FORTHCOMING 
Quite a crop, some in the immediate future at time of writing, 
some in the medium distance and worth mentioning at this stage. 

BOOKS 
Anderson, Graham: announced by id. in Eros Sophistes, see 

above: "a book shortly to be published by Croom Helm, pro
visionally entitled Ancient Fiction" (p.199). Includes new 
evidence for the Oriental origin of the Greek novel. 

Conca, F., etc. (see above, General), Lessico dei roman
zieri greci... The three scholars are preparing a Greek 
Romance Lexicon; the first volume ( a - y) is completed and 
publication is hoped for in 1983 or 1984 (Ateneo & Bizzarri, 
Rome). The article listed above is a specimen. Will cover 
Ach. Tat., Chariton, Hld., Longus, Xen. Eph., and (in final 
edition) Iamblichus. 

Hagg, T., The Novel in Antiquity. See id. Den Antika 
Romanen, above. Hagg has completed his own translation, to 
be published by Blackwell in the fairly near future; negotia
tions are in hand for publication in the U.S.A. by UE Press. 
A description and analytical account of all ancient novels -
ideal, comic, "fringe" texts, hagiographical texts - and 



their Nachleben in the Middle Ages and Renaissance. In origin 
a work of "popular scholarship", this much-needed book is 
superlatively well done; it is both very readable and thorough
ly scholarly (ars est celare artem), sympathetic to its topic, 
critical in approach, and authoritative. An admirably-judged 
study, which will be valuable to others besides classicists. 

Reardon, B.P., ed., The Complete Greek Novels in transla
tion, UC Press. All translations are new: Achilles Tatius 
(J.J. Winkler), Chariton (B.P. Reardon), Heliodorus (J.R. 
Morgan), Longus (C.J. Gill), Lucian True Story (B.P. Reardon), 
(Lucian] Lucius sive Onos (J.P. Sullivan), Xenophon Ephesius 
(Graham Anderson), fragments (G.N. Sandy); other texts may 
be added. In progress; some distance in the future, but 
readers may wish to know of the prospect . One volume, like 
the comparable French (Pleiade, Grimal , 1958) and Italian 
(Cataudella, 1958) collections. Intended to be accessible 
in pri ce ; together with available version ~ of the Latin novels, 
and with Hagg's book, it should at last make it possible to 
teach the ancient novel without scrapi ng around for out-of
print texts . 

Reardon, B.P., The Idea of Romance. In a UC Press series, 
Eidos: Studies in Classical Kinds, ed . T. G. Rosenmeyer, cover
ing several genres (titles provisional). An analysis of the 
form of romance; not a handbook. 

Reeve , M.D., Teubner edition of Longus. 

ARTICLES 
Green, Peter, "Longus, Antiphon, and the Topography of 

Lesbos", JHS 1982. A response to H.J. Mas on in TAPhA 109(19 7~ 
(149-63 . Longus' geography is realistic, but the estate is 
not whe re Mason says. 

Morgan, J. R. , "History, Romance, and realism in the 
Aithiopika of Heliodoros", Classical Antiquity (formerly 
California Studies in Classical Antiquity) 1.2(1982). General 
study of the nature of the novel. 

Sandy, G.N., "Philosophical decor and characterization in 
He liodorus' Aethiopica", TAPhA 112 (1982). 

Sandy, G.N., article on French romances in Antike und 
Abendland. 
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NACHLEBEN 

views from a Window: Conversations with Gore Vidal 
(Secaucus, N.J.: Lyle Stuart, 1980). "The British saw Myra's 
relationship to world literature - that my origins are in 
Petronius and Apuleius, two writers no American journalist 
has ever read." (p. 173). "My own chain of literary gene
ology would be something like this: Petronius, Juvenal, 
Apuleius -- then Shakespeare -- then Peacock, Meredith, Jame; 
Proust," (p. 188) (Sandy) 

Berger, Gunter, "Galanterie und Hofsatire: Petron und 
seine Ubersetzer in Ancien Regime," Komparatistische Hefte 
(Universitat Bayreuth) 4(1981) 19-31. 

THE PERSISTENCE OF A MYTH: 
PSEUDO-PETRONIUS STRIKES AGAIN 

'We trained hard-but it seemed that every time we were 
beginning to form up into teams, we would be reorganised. I 
was to learn later in life that we tend to meet any new situa
tions by reorganising-and a wonderful method it can be for 
creating the illusion of progress while producing confusion, 
inefficiency and demoralisation.' 

The above quotation from Caius Petronius in AP66, is rather 
too apt as far as the health service is concerned. Having 
overcome the major upheaval of reorganisation in 1974, we 
are now faced with a similar experience next year. Whilst 
this restructuring may not be as extensive as 1974 (with no 
additional services having to be absorbed by the NHS) it will 
again be a complex financial operation and will involve ex
tensive changes in the way in which financial services are 
provided and financial control is exercised ..... 

From Bill Healing, "Financial Arrangements," Public Finance 
and Accountancy (August 1981) p. 13. (See also the Petronian 
Society Newsletter [May 1981) p . 5 and [December 1971) p.5.) 
(Sullivan) 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 
, 

Molinie, George, Du Roman Gree au Roman Baroque: Un Art 
Majeur du Genre Narratif en France sous Louis XIII (Toulouse: 
Universite de Toulouse-Le Mirail, 1982 (?). Approximatel_y 
450 pages, 120 FF. 

The Societe International d'~tudes Neroniennes annotmces 
the Third International Colloquium, 5-7 Jurre 1982, La Villa 
Monastero, Varenna, Lake Como, Italy. Themes of the confer
ence will be: (1) Aspiration bucolique et vie urbaine a 
l'epoque de Neron (2) L'urbanisme hellenistique et la Nova 
Urbs neronienne ( 3) Inclinatio imper ii a. l' epoque de Neron. 

Classical Association of the Middle West and South, meeting 
in Atlanta, Georgia, 15-17 April 1982 . Among the many papers 
read, three are of interest to readers of this Newsletter: 
Rick Newton, "Trimalchio i n the Underworld"; Cristina Niel son, 
"Parody as Paideia:. Apuleius' Literary Technique in the 
Metamorphoses"; James Svendsen, "To See or Not To See : Sight , 
Spectac l e and Scopophilia i n Apuleius' The Golden Ass". 



REVIEWS 

D'ARMS ON TRIMALCHI O: A REPORT BY 

J. P. Sullivan 

John H. D'Arrns has just produced a book for the Harvard Uni
versity Press (1981) entitled Commerce and Social Standing 
in Ancient Rome, which will be of interest to readers of the 
Newsletter. The predominant theme of the book is the inter
action of aristocratic attitudes and commercial realities in 
Roman society, so naturally there are several discussions of 
problems relating to Petronius. I shall epitomize these 
seriatim. 
(1) p. 75: D'Arms records the "attractive suggest i on" that 
the Scaurus of Sat. 77.5 was one of the consular M. Aemilii 
Scauri rather than the Pompeian magistrate put forward by 
R. Duncan-Jones in "Scaurus at the House of Trimalchio," 
Latomus 32 (1973) 364 ff. On whether that aristocrat i c line 
had not already died out D' Arms does not elaborate nor does 
he discuss at all the epigraphically attested Scaurus the 
Campanian manufacturer of garum, although he is familiar with 
Ponsich and Tarradell, Garum et industries antiques de 
salaison dans la Mediterranee occidentale (Paris, 1965). 
(2) Pp. 97-120 (Chapter 5) are devoted to a dissection of 
'The "Typicality" of Trimalchio,' in which he naturally relies 
heavi ly on P. Veyne. D'Arms reviews the theses of other 
economic historians s uch as Rostovtzeff, MacMul len and Finley, 
and propounds his own view that Trimalchio' s autobiography 
is not incompatible with "simultaneous participation in both 
commercial and agricultural activity" (p. 101). This D'Arms 
favors for his basic thesis that Roman negotia were widely 
diversified, and Trimalchio' s business dealings were not dis
similar, even if he did move from one activity to another, 
largely to rise above the more undignified aspects of his 
multifarious ways of making money. 
(3) D'Arms accepts the identification of Trimalchio's town 
with Puteoli, and, more importantly, has stressed the evidence 
of its connection with the gens Petroniana in CIL x, 1873; 
1888; 8178, a further indication of the validity of Rose's 
argument s for T. Petronius Niger as the author of the Satyricon. 
(4) The author goes on to analyze Trimalchio's epitaph. He is 
particularly acute on Trimalchio's refusal to accept or seek 
membership of various decuriae in Rome and links th i s with his 
choice of the agnomen Maecenatianus. The title was dlllib.eratc
ly chosen, not because Maecenas adopted a notoriously profli
gate life-style, but because his defenders stressed that his 
oti um was honest um, devoted to literature or the making of 
more money or both. Trimalchio disavows the literary possi
bility in saying on his tomb: nee umquam philosophum audivit. 
(5) D'Arms next discusses (pp. 117 ff.) Trimalchio's pretended 
estates. (One might disagree with his interpretation of 
fabulae as "far-fetched tales.") Despite the nave list's 
hyperbole, Trimalchio is not untypical of the money-makers of 
the time, whether freedman or free. He had, as they say on 
\Vall Street, a diversified portfolio, that is all and we need 
not therefore make him out to be simply aping his social bet
ters, but just going one better than most of them. 
(6) Chapter Six discusses the Freedmen of Puteoli and Ostia in 
their socio-economic context under the early empire and pro
vides useful insight s into the background of the Cena. 

In sum, D'Arms book is a useful ancillary to the study of 
the Cena. 
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c. Petronii Satyricon, delvis bearbejdet udvalg, inledning, 
gloser og supplerende tekster ved Rolf Hesse. 6. udgave 2. 
op lag. Kobenhavn: Akademisk Forlag 1978. Pp. 48 

review by 

Raymond Astbury 

Presumably intended for use in schools the work has a fore
word (p. 3), introduction (5-6), and notes on the glossary 
(7) before coming to its presentation of four sections from 
the Satyricon. Three of these are selected and adapted 
versions of Chaps. 1-7 ('Cur Adulescentes in Scholis Stulti 
Fiunt?') (8-11), Chaps. 26-36, 52-3, 41, 47-50, 61-2 ('Cena 
Trimalchionis') (12-15), Chaps. 111-112 ('Matrona Ephesia 
Pudicissima') (36-43) - to the latter is added a Latin text 
of Phaedrus' version (p. 45). All these have a Latin text 
with a vocabulary on the facing page. The other section is 
Chaps. 71-72, 74 ('Trimalchios Testamente') (pp. 26-31) -
here we have the Latin text unadapted with a summary of the 
omitted port i on, and a faci ng translation and a vocabulary 
below the text. This section also includes the text of eight 
funerary inscriptions with note s (pp. 32-35) and drawings and 
photographs of five more funerary inscriptions with notes 
(pp. 46-48). Also included are a plan of a Roman house and 
of a private bath (p. 11) and of a triclinium (p. 17), taken 
from an Engli s h book and, curiously, preserving the English 
labelling. Drawings on pp. 15, 19 and 42 complete the work, 
though I cannot see what value they have, e i ther artistic 
or didactic. Presumably Danish schoolteachers will find this 
a fairly useful book though the selections seem to me a little 
st range. 
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